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Beyond Brain Development Disorders
Autism could potentially lead to high
cancer rates especially in adults!
by Peter Lim

any believe that autism is a
child’s brain development
disorder due to vaccinations, toxicities,
nutritional deficiencies and allergies.
But our findings for over 10 years which
originated from the United States found
that out of 200 children with autism
studied 99.9% were traced to R1H2 virus,
which was passed down from generation
to generation without exceptions.

NeB Research Findings
Our local NeB research went further to
discover that more than one in two of
100 cancer/tumour cases here have
been linked first to R1H2 virus. This is
the world’s first shocking discovery that
so many cancer cases are linked. Similar
findings of such link have been recently
reported by the New York Times, but the
high incidence of related cancer is not
discovered until now. Besides cancer
found usually in the sex organs (which
include the breasts), brain and other key
organs, we found many cases of fibroid,
ovarian/uterus cysts, endometriosis, birth
defects, inability to give birth, heavy and
irregular menses, migraines, mental focus
and brain disorders including memory
loss have been linked. Birth defects
include heart, brain, eyes, feet, and other
abnormal growth. Recently, six cancer
cases from a cancer specialist in the
US were sent to me for analysis. Four
have been linked! The virus could lead to
Parkinson’s disease!

The virus could first reside in the sexual
organs and gradually some will migrate
to the brain to cause noticeable brain
disorders, linking to the various organs.
Then other pathogens join forces to
attack to weaken the immune system
further. Over time, they cause organ
disorders leading to potential tumour
growth and spread.
Our NeB research shows that if the virus
comes from the wife, about 20% of the
spouse will inherit the virus through the
penis that touches the vagina wall which
harbours the virus. If it starts from the
husband, the wife will inherit 100% through
the sperm. From our studies of over 600
cases, any child that passes through an
infected womb will automatically inherit the
virus without exceptions.

Hope for Autism
Mental focus and brain disorders other
than from R1H2 could also be caused
by bacteria, viruses, fungi, allergies,
parasites, toxins and tumours. These
do not usually appear to being passed
down to generations. Once recovered,
the disorders could come back again if
the brain is under attack. However, in
our NeB research here for the last six
years, once we remove the R1H2 virus in
quick time, the virus will not return unless
associated through sexual intercourse
with a carrier. It is wise and prudent for
couples to remain faithful to prevent the

spread. Our NeB Research shows that our
energy therapy not only removes the virus
but also potentially repairs and restores the
damaged organs and brain through stem
cell energy. The affected child or adult will
potentially be set free to lead a normal life!
A male in his late 50s has late stage cancer
traced to autism and many pathogens. He
got R1H2 from his wife who also has cancer,
with three children, one aged 10 going
through operations, all linked to R1H2 as
the starter. Another affected mother had her
eldest son recovered after our NeB therapy.
But her hubby refused to come for treatment
and affected the wife. They had earlier lost the
second child during birth. They lost the third
again after he was found to have kidney cysts
from mum’s ovary cyst and died within days
after birth. In another family, both spouses
have the virus with an affected foetus. Our
latest research shows we can treat both
mother and foetus, and after delivery, I found
they had no R1H2. Another family had the
adults and children treated by us. The wife
was anxious for another child, but fearful of
another autistic child. After our therapy, she
conceived, and the child just born had no
virus. A man had repeated strokes and heart
attacks in spite of the heart stems, and traced
the attacks to R1H2!
There is great hope of autism and tumour
recovery from our NeB research studies and
in quick time, and we are very excited to
share this discovery to benefit the world.
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